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 Are you ready to take it to the extreme?  

Torque books thrust you into the action-packed world 

of sports, vehicles, mystery, and adventure. These books 

may include dirt, smoke, fire, and dangerous stunts.                         

                  
             : read at your own risk.
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The wrestling moves used in this book are performed 
by professionals. Do not attempt to reenact any 

of the moves performed in this book.



 Three of World Wrestling 
Entertainment’s (WWE’s)  
largest wrestlers stood in the  
ring. Mark Henry, Kane, and  
Big Show weighed a combined 
1,156 pounds (524 kilograms)! 
The three were about to compete 
in a Triple Threat match for the 
Extreme Championship Wrestling 
(ECW) Championship. The bell 
sounded and the match began.
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Wrestling Name:  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � Mark Henry

Real Name:  ������������Mark Jerrold Henry

Height: � � � � � � � � 6 feet, 4 inches (1.9 meters)

Weight:  � � � � � � � � 412 pounds (187 kilograms)

Started Wrestling: �����������������  1996

Finishing Move: ����World’s Strongest Slam

 The three men battled back and forth for a 
long time. Eventually Big Show climbed to the 
top rope. Kane reached up and pulled him  
down to the mat. Both wrestlers were dazed,  
and Henry took advantage. He charged and 
leaped into the air. He landed on Kane.  
The referee counted Kane out and the match  
was over. Henry had won the championship! 
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You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
 

Buy:  http://www.ebooks2go.com 
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